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The latest collection to join the bestselling series, FURRY LOGIC WILD WISDOM presents a new

medley of adorable animals from the tip of expert watercolorist Jane Seabrook's tiny paintbrush.

Impalas, pandas, penguins, and more share wild wisdom in the form of sharp yet heartening

quotations that give a new spin on life's big and not so big questions. The result is a captivating and

satisfying keepsake that can be enjoyed time and time again, whether shared with others as an

uplifting and cherished gift or just whenever a pick-me-up is needed.Reviews"Furry Logic Wild

Wisdom is full of untamed animals paired with insightful and thought-provoking phrases sure to

have you nodding in agreement. It'Ã‚Â¬?s impossible not to smile as you thumb through this

adorable book of sharp sayings!"-Complete Woman
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*Ã¢â‚¬Æ’Watercolorist Jane Seabrook's next FURRY LOGIC book presents a new menagerie of

adorable animals paired with humorous sayings, guaranteed to coax a smile from even the

grumpiest cynic. *Ã¢â‚¬Æ’Features 30 exquisitely detailed full-color paintings of lemurs, pandas,

pelicans, and more.

JANE SEABROOK is a designer and illustrator who, in recent years, has focused on paintings of

wildlife. She lives in Auckland, New Zealand, with her husband, two teenage children, and four

cats--three adorable seal-point Birmans named Fizz, Bean, and Maisie, and one elderly British blue

named Philby.



Funny, true, wonderful drawings. Great gift for animal lover, warm souls,lovers of true sayings

presented in a solid, true manner!

Sent this book to my grandson for a birthday.....the child LOVES the book as I did..Thankyou Jane

Seabrook...

This book is charming & funny on every level. Jane Seabrook is an amazing artist who manages to

depict the animals accurately while putting great expression on their faces to go with her witty

captions. As an added bonus, she identifies each animal in the back of the book. I have several of

these little books & love looking at them over & over. She did one using cats & I wish she'd do one

for dogs! (I'm a dog person)mary in IL

Oh my, don't miss out on ANY of Jane's Furry Logic books. I sent one to a 16 yr. old friend who had

a concussion and has been out of regular school for 6 mos. She wrote me "thank you" and said she

LOVES this book! I've also given the one on Parenting and it's hilarious. These make the absolute

GREATEST GIFT!

With a picture and just a few words the author manages to convey some of our deepest thoughts

and feelings. Not a children's book despite charming covers but children would probably enjoy and

"get it" too.

These books by Jane Seabrook are simply marvelous. I have enjoyed them so much that I've gone

back and ordered more to have on hand to give to friends on special occasions. The first book of

hers that I'd gotten was Furry Logic: Little Challenges. Even more fantastic. Really "spoke to me".

great--just what I ask for

I now own the entire collection and I even bought some as Christmas gifts. As we read them, I tell

my husband this is you or this sounds like me. For example, 2 tree frogs sitting together [beautifull

art work]"Of course we are friends---you know I would share my last piece of trouble with you."Or a

Rockhopper penquin..."Life can be very deep, but I try to stay at the shallow end.Jane Seabrook

does all the art work and it is amazing
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